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ABSTRACT 

Concrete, one of the most common building materials, degenerates under high temperature loading. 

Spall of material damages the structures, exposes reinforcements and can ultimately result in the 

collapse of the structure. Modeling the high temperature behavior of concrete can help predicting the 

load capacity of buildings in the case of fire. It is only one part of the problem, though. 

Additionally, the fire itself inhibits complex dynamics and its interaction with concrete is a bi-

directionally coupled process. From the point of fluid dynamics, fire induced flows are characterized 

by large temperature differences and, hence, large density ratios. This implies thermal compressible 

flow conditions (albeit not necessarily at high Mach number). Turbulent free convection is another key 

phenomenon of fire induced flows. Further, the modeling of fire requires the transport of the 

combustion educts and products, such as smoke and soot. Additionally, heat transport by radiation 

must not be neglected. Hence, modeling of fire induced load capacity degeneration requires coupling 

of multiple modeling disciplines. 

This talk focuses on the simulation of the combustion and the heat transfer to the concrete structure. 

Furthermore, it introduces the coupling approach to concrete degeneration simulation. 

For the fluid simulation we use a variant of the gas kinetic scheme [1], which was shown to be suitable 

for high temperature difference and high Rayleigh number simulations [2]. Introducing multiple 

components as passive scalars is straight forward, such that a fire model, which modifies the 

components and acts as a heat source, can be implemented.  

The gas kinetic scheme is explicit and, hence, inherently parallel and well suited for multi- and many-

core systems such as GPGPUs. We recently demonstrated high computational performance in two and 

three spatial dimensions which is mandatory to resolve the relevant parts of the spectrum in turbulent 

free convection. 
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